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Company continues to invest in
strengthening the executive team with
appointment of former NNG co-founder
László Késmárki is joining CyBERG Corp. Plc. as the group’s Chief Technology
Officer (CTO). He will play a crucial role in both accelerating internal
development projects and integrating external innovation.
Prior to joining CyBERG, László was helping innovative start ups like dicomLAB and
Logiscool both as angel investor and advisor to accelerate their growth. As one of the
founders and head of product development he played an instrumental role in the
successful establishment of the award-winning Hungarian company NNG as a worldleading provider of navigation software solutions.
László will be responsible for inspiring and growing CyBERG’s internal development
team, but also for building a hub for the integration of external technologies and
solutions. Additionally, László will be instrumental in defining CyBERG’s future innovation
strategy which will be shared with the public during Q3 2022.
The further development of the AnyUpp product continues to be led by Zsolt Molnár.
Before joining CyBERG Zsolt worked for international companies and organizations like
General Electric, Morgan Stanley (in London), and CERN (in Geneva).
László Kesmárki, future CTO of CyBERG Corp. Plc., commented: ”The position at
CyBERG will allow me to build on my skill set within a very dynamic company. I am also
excited by the prospect of establishing an outright portfolio of innovative solutions.”
Balázs Rózsa CEO of CyBERG Corp. Plc added: ”We are delighted to be able to add
László to our executive team. Not only does he bring excellent technological expertise to
the table, but he also has an impressive track record of adding value during the
transformation of technologies into successful products and their launch on international
markets”
Konrád Kiss will leave the position as CyBERG’s Group CTO in order to focus on the
establishment of Superhash Kft. Here he will continue the successful cooperation with
US partners on gaming-related development projects. Superhash and CyBERG intend to
work together in the future. This way CyBERG continues to have an interest in the
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success of our former CTO and we wish him all the best in his future position. Konrád
will also leave the position as managing director of CyBERG’s subsidiary Bitgap Kft.,
where he will be replaced by Zoltán Bóbics.
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Exchange. CyBERG’s vision is to develop internal products and integrate external
innovations, which help to connect physical and digital spaces.
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